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Abstract. Good test cases are those test case with high failure detecting capability. The 

effectiveness of testing is relied on the test case selection process. The earlier good test cases 

being selected, the higher the effectiveness of testing. Partitioning is one of the method to 

improve the effectiveness of test case selection. Dynamic Partitioning is method that has been 

proved empirically can improve the effectiveness of random selection. This method is 

proposed based on the intuition that a successful test case has high probability in detecting 

failure in the next execution. On the other hand, Addition Branch Coverage method has been 

proposed to improve the effectiveness of testing. It selects test case if it can add the covered 

branch during test execution. The empirical results show that the Additional Branch Coverage 

is the best method compare with othe coverage-based method. In this research, the combination 

of those two methods, Dynamic Partitioning and Additional Branch coverage is proposed with 

the hypothesis that this combination will combine the advantages of those two methods, and 

hence produce better method. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been investigated 

empirically by comparing it with the Random Testing, Dynamic Partitioning and Additional 

Branch Coverage. The Random Testing usually used as the benchmark in software testing 

research. The results show that the new method performed more effective that all other studied 

methods. The combination of Dynamic Partitioning and Additional Branch Coverage improve 

the effectiveness of test case selection in term of the number of executed test cases to detect all 

existing failures. 

1. Introduction 

Software testing is the process of verification of the quality of the software product [1]. This makes 

software testing has a very important role in software development lifecycle. Software testing is aimed 

to detect all failures in a software product,  and  hence  they  can  be  fixed  sooner  before deployed 

[2,3,4]. However, software testing can be very 5657costly if the test case selection is ineffective and 

inefficient. It is important to select good test cases earlier to increase the fault detection capability of 

testing process. Good test case is test cases that has high probability in detecting failure [2,8,11]. The 

earlier a failure detected the sooner fault can be fixed, thus the cost of testing can be reduced. 

Therefore, it is important to find effective test case selection strategy. Cai et al [7] introduced Dynamic 

Partitioning strategy for test case selection. This strategy selects test cases by incorporating online 

feedback information from testing process. The empirical research show that the Dynamic Partitioning 

outperformed Random Testing significantly [7,8]. Dynamic partitioning strategy is based on the 

intuition that the test cases that successfully detected failure previously have higher probability to 
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detect failure in the next execution [7]. The good test cases are partitioned separately with the poor test 

cases. The test cases’ membership updated dynamically based on the last execution result. 

On the other research Rothermel et al. [9] conducted investigation on the test case prioritization by 

employing coverage information of test cases. They found that the strategy with branch coverage 

information performed better than all other coverage information. They than proposed new strategy by 

applying Additional method by using branch coverage information named Additional Branch 

Coverage. This method performed the best among the studied methods [9]. In Additional Branch 

Coverage, the selected test case contributes to the completenes of branch coverage. A test case will 

only be selected if it touch one or more branch when being executed. 

Hypothetically, the combination of these two methods, Dynamic Partitioning and Additional 

Branch Coverage, produce a method with higher fault-detection capability by combining the 

advantages of those two methods. This research investigates this hypotisis empirically. The 

effectiveness of the proposed method is measured in term of the number of test cases executed to 

detect all of existing failure 

 

2. Dynamic Partitioning 

As explained in Section 1, Dynamic Partitioning partitioned test cases based on the previous execution 

results. If a test case previously detects a failure that it is categorized as good test cases, otherwise it is 

categorized as poor test case. This approach partitions all test cases into three classes. First category is 

Poor that consists of all test cases that did not detect failure previously. Second category is Fair that 

consists of all test cases that have not been executed yet. Third category is Good that consists of test 

cases that detect failure previously. In the testing process, test cases from Good partition has the 

highest prioritization to be selected, followed by Fair and the Poor comes as the last. The lower 

prioritized test cases will only be selected if the higher prioritized partition has been empty. An 

advanced research by using this approach has been conducted by Zhou et al. [8], that is by proposing 

five versions of Dynamic Partitioning: Dynamic Partitioning with Fixed Membership (DPFM), 

Dynamic Partitioning with One-step Varying Membership (DP1S), Dynamic Partitioning with Two-

step Varying Membership (DP2S), Dynamic Partitioning with No Upgrade (DPNU), and Dynamic 

Partitioning that Returns to Poor (DPRP). The empirical results show that DP1S is the best method. 

Therefore, in this research we only consider DP1S as the Dynamic Partitioning method. The 

membership of test case with DP1S is defined by employing the information from testing process. If a 

test case from Good partition did not detect a failure in the last execution, then its membership is 

downgraded one step lower to Fair, on the other hand if a test case from Fair detected a failure in the 

last execution, then its membership upgraded one level to Good [8]. 

 

3. Additional Branch Coverage 

Branch is link inter-node which is associated with the branching of true and false of a decision node 

[10]. Branch Coverage method is proposed to ensure that all brances in the program code of software 

under test have been executed in the testing process. Branch Coverage is one of test coverage criteria 

with each of the branch has been touched by the execution of test cases at least once. This coverage 

method is also known as Decision Coverage [4]. Rothermel [9] introduced and investigated several 

prioritization including Statement Coverage and Branch Coverage. The results show that Branch 

Coverage performed better than Statement Coverage [9]. Rothermel et al. [9] also proposed Additional 

method to those prioritization technique. In the Additional method, a test case is prioritized higher 

when it touches more coverage elements. As an illustration, a program under test P has 5 branches in 

its program code: B1, B2, B3, B4, and B 5. The previous execution indicates that B1, B2, and B3 have 

been executed. Test case Ta touches B1 and B3, whereas test case Tb touches B3 and B4. Hence test case 

Tb is prioritized higher than Ta since Tb contributes one branch coverage whereas Ta with no 

contribution. 
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4. Dynamic Partitioning with Additional Branch Coverage 

As has been explained in Section 1, this research proposes a new method that combine Dynamic 

Partitioning and Additional Branch Coverage named Dynamic Partitioning with Additional Branch 

Coverage. This combination is aimed to obtained more effective test case selection method by 

combining the advantages of the two combined methods. The Additional Branch Coverage is applied 

to defined the partition of test suite. Each partition contains at least a set of test cases that resulted 

from one round of Additional Branch Coverage Method. The algorithm of this partition technique is as 

follow: 

1. Select a test case from test suite-set randomly, remove it from test suite-set and put it into 

active partition 

2. Execute it into program under test and recorded the branch coverage into CoverageLog 

3. If all branches in the CoverageLog have been covered and all test suite-set empty (all test 

cases have been partitioned) then stop; If all branches in the CoverageLog have been covered 

but test suite-set is not empty then change the active partition and go to Step 1; otherwise go to 

Step 1. 

In this research, the number of partition is set to 4. This is defined arbitrarily by following previous 

research in partition [11]. 

The partitioned test suite then goes to the testing process that apply Dynamic Partitioning method. 

As explained in the previous section, the Dynamic Partitioning algorithm used in this research is 

DP1S. Like in DP1S, each partition is divided into three partitions named Good, Fair, and Poor and 

each of them has Used and Unused part. All test cases that have been executed are stored in the Used 

part whereas the test cases that have not been executed are stored in the Unused part. At the beginning 

all test cases in each partition are stored in Unused part of Fair of each correspondent partition. The 

testing process with this algorithm is as follows: 

1. Select a partition randomly 

2. Select a test case randomly from the the Unused part of Good set of the selected partition (If 

Good set is empty then from Fair set; if Fair set is also empty then from Poor set). 

3. Execute the selected test case and move it to Used part of its originated set. 

4. If a failure is detected, a correspondent fault is removed from program under test (new 

version). All test cases in the Used part are moved to their Unused part accordingly (sampling 

without replacement). If there are still remaining faults in program under test then go to Step 

1. 

5. If all failures have been detected and all faults have been removed, the stop; otherwise adjust 

the membership of test case as follows: 

a. If the executed test case is from Good set, it will be moved back to Good set only if it 

detects a failure in the last execution, otherwise it will be degraded one step to Fair 

set. 

b. If the executed test case is from Fair set, it will be upgraded one step to Good set only 

if it detects a failure in the last execution, otherwise it will be degraded one step to 

Poor set. 

c. If the executed test case is from Poor set, it will be upgraded one step to Fair set only 

if it detects a failure in the last execution, otherwise it will be remained Poor set. 

 

5. The Experiment 

In this research, Space is the program under test in the experiments. Space is a C program that 

frequently used in software testing research [7,8,9,11]. The instruments of Space are downloaded from 

Software Infrastructure Repository [1,16], that consists of 13,585 test cases adn 6,199 lines of code. 

Folowing Zhou et al. [8], the number of faults seeded into Space is 34 faults and the way the faults 

being seeded into the program is similar with Zhou et al. [8]. In order to enhance the validity of this 

experiments, the execution of all studied methods is conducted for 500 trials. There are 5 methods 

implemented in this experiments: 
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1. Random Testing (RT), the most simple testing strategy. All test cases have the uniform probability 

to be selected. This method usually used as the benchmark in software testing research. 

2. Random Partitioning (RP), all test cases are partitioned into four classes randomly. 

3. Dynamic Partitioning (DP), test cases are selected by using Dynamic Partitioning method 

particularly  DP1S. 

4. Additional Branch Coverage (ABC), all test cases are partitioned by using Additional Branch 

algorithm. The test cases are selected from the partitions randomly. 

5. Dynamic Partitioning with Additional Branch Coverage (DP-ABC), combining the Dynamic 

Partitioning and Additional Branch Coverage. All test cases are partitioned into four classes by 

using Additional Branch Coverage. The partition resulted from the execution of this algorithm is 

as follows: 

• Partition #1 consists of 3418 test cases 

• Partition #2 consists of 3434 test cases 

• Partition #3 consists of 3343 test cases 

• Partition #4 consists of 3300 test cases 

The Dynamic Partitioning is implemented into each of the partition for test case selection and 

membership adjustment. 

The effectiveness of each studied method is measured by using F-measure. F-measure indicates the 

number of test cases applied to detect the first failure in the testing process. The lower F-measure, the 

more effective the method being investigated [8,11]. 

   
6. Experiment Result and Discussion 

The results of the experiments with Space as program under test are presented in Table 1. Those 

results are obtained from the 500 trials of each studied methods. Table 1 provides a simple statistical 

analysis of the 500 trials results. 

 

Table 1. The Experiment results with Space 
   Methods   

 RT RP DP ABP DP- ABP 

Avg 1600.44 837.93 756.87 832.00 735.56 

Max 5951.00 2937.00 2576.00 2266.00 2266.00 

Min 227.00 169.00 124.00 110.00 111.00 

Med 1074.50 739.50 655.00 687.00 696.00 

Std. Dev 882.73 470.01 416.80 498.75 342.28 

 

The results show all methods with partitioning and coverage information outperformed the RT in 

all statistical aspects. For the average, DP-ABC comes as the best method. It executes less number of 

test cases to detect all failures than all other methods. The average F-measure is 735.55, with the 

saving of 54.04 % compared to RT. DP-ABC also improves the two original methods: DP with the 

gain of 2.82 % and the ABC with the gain of 11.59 %. For Maximum, DP-ABC and ABC come as the 

best method, followed by DP, RP and RT respectively. The same result is indicated by Minimum, DP-

ABC and ABC gain almost the same result and come as the best. The DP comes as the best with 

Median followed by ABC and DP-ABC. The results also indicate that DP-ABC is the most stable 

method among all studied methods. It has the lowest standard deviation that is 342.28 followed by DP, 

ABC, RP and RT. 

This experimental result has also been analysed more detail using further statistical approaches. 

The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is conducted to examine whether or not the studied methods are 

all equal [13]. The p-value returned from ANOVA test is less than 0.001, which indicated that the 

compared methods are significantly different. Further analysis is conducted to compare the 

performance of the proposed DP-ABC with all other studied methods by using t-test. The t-test results 

show that DP-ABC outperformed ABC, RP and RT significantly with the p-value returned from the 

test is smaller than 0.01. However, the p-value of the t-test of DP-ABC and DP is 0.38, indicates they 
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are not significantly different. This result indicates that the advantage of DP contributes more than 

ABC to the effectiveness of DP-ABC. This finding need to be investigated furthermore, since in this 

experiment the influence of particular method is not investigated. Further investigation also needed in 

order to increase the validity of this experiment, that is by applying more program under test with 

larger in size and complexity and also with larger test suite. 

 

7. Conclusion 
This research proposes a test case selection method that combine the Dynamic Partitioning and the 

Additional Branch Coverage with the intention of improving the effectiveness of software testing by 

combining the advantages of the two methods. The experimental results show that the new method 

performed better than the two originated methods. The new method named as Dynamic Partitioning 

with Additional Branch Coverage (DP-ABC). DP-ABC applied less test cases to detect all existing 

faults in the program under test. The statistical analysis indicate that DP-ABC has significantly 

outperformed the other methods except Dynamic Partitioning. The DP-ABC can reach up to more than 

50% saving compare to Random Testing. In term of stability, the DP-ABC comes as the most stable 

methods. This finding agree with the hypotesis in this research. 

However, a further investigation is needed to find out how the new methods improve the originated 

methods Dynamic Partitioning and Additional Branch Coverage. Future research with more program 

under test and larger test suites is needed. 
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